
Ten Yaringa boats ventured into 
Bass Strait to spend this Easter at 
Refuge Cove Wilsons Promontory.  
But seeking 'refuge’ at Refuge soon 
became a main objective for the fleet of 
nine yachts & a cruiser in conditions 
which were uncomfortable, even for 
experienced ocean sailors. A stiff 
northerly in Westernport ahead of a 30k 
s/w wind & heavy rain was just a teaser.  
 
Bass Strait turned on a rolling sea with 
a 4 metre swell and strong following 
winds gusting to 40 k. Not everyone 
made it to Refuge and some only on a 
second attempt, but those turning back 
did so wisely and made it home safely. 
As an ocean going novice sighed on 
arrival ‘that was baptism by fire!’ 
        (Full story on Page 3) 
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EASTER REFUGE 
Yaringa Fleet  
fights high seas 

Yaringa Yacht RacingYaringa Yacht Racing  
As another successful 
summer series concludes, 
the winter challenge begins. 
Yaringa’s  year round races 
attract more entrants than 
any other regular race 
series on either Bay See p 6-

Yaringa Fishing CompsYaringa Fishing Comps  
Thirteen boats entered our 
last comps. This year’s 
challenge starts in October 
with special events, more 
prizes & regular Comp 
reminders sent to members 

“Okay cradle 
snatcher..drop the 
rod, put the kid back 
and get legal!” 
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flushing and boat detailing. 
I t  w i l l  i n c o r p o r a t e  
Environment Australia’s 
r ecommenda t ions  fo r  
appropriate marine waste 
disposal within the Cleaner 
Marina program. The Dept 
of Environment & Heritage 
selected Yaringa Boat 
Harbour  for this project 
and will assist with the costs 

Environment Australia has 
approved  a  Yar inga  
submission to construct a 
new facility for pressure 
washing boats & treating 
waste materials. The multi-
purpose facility will include 
bays for keel boats & large 
cruisers as well as drive 
through wash-down facilities 
for trailerable boats, engine 

A miraculous transformation seems to be taking place on the 
café site, or as one comic called it ‘Pole Henge’!  Brickies 
Dave Reid & the boys from the timber workboat conjured up 
the magnificent stone fire place while retired builder-turned-
professional-whiting catcher Jack Richardson provided a 
boost to Harbour Master Nev by framing walls. 
Phil Hallo of Moby Dick, is doing roof & floors.  

A  b i t  
f u r t h e r 
down the 
track we 
could even 
be on the 
lookout for 
a part-time 
assistant to 
operate a 
coffee maker, prepare snacks/light meals & run a small bar.              

Expressions of interest (in writing only) should be addressed 
to Frank at the marina office if you know of a suitable,       
energetic, enthusiastic, experienced person to get it started.  

Stage one of upgrading the 
Northern wing has been carried 
out with full power now 
available to all berths. Stage 
two is to excavate under the 
existing walkway ahead of 
replacing the steel structure 
with new galvanised frames. 
Construction work will be 
carried out over the winter one 
section at a time starting from 
the entrance ramp, where 
possible at times of least usage 
during weekdays. 

The first stage of a 
playground / activity area 
for young children has had 
quite a lot of use already 
over the summer. More play 
equipment will be added 

New Wash-down Bays & Marine 
Waste Treatment Facility approved. 

Café-cum-Clubhouse Takes Shape 
Northern Walkway  
Upgrade Continues, 

Dayberth Upgrade for 
Next Summer 

Trailerable yacht & power boat 
owners will be pleased to hear 
that existing dayberth fingers 
are to be replaced and 
additional berths constructed 
over winter for the safety & 
convenience of day-berth 

Playground Started 

WHAT’S NEW & COMING UP AT YARINGA BOAT HARBOUR?  

The new Visitors Berth is now 
functioning well for overnighters, 
new arrivals, passenger loading 
and emergency overflow from the  
day-berth area. Space is limited 
and must be booked at the office. 
Access via gangway from jetty.  
 
A Gantry is now available for 
lifting smaller boats & engines,  
keel repairs etc. Book through the 
office as with the Jetty Derrick. 
 
Approval for additional covered 
boat storage means we now have 
22 trailer boats under cover with 
another 12 under construction.  
Addi t ional  boatsheds  for 
undercover construction /repair/
refit of large boats will 
commence as soon as approval 
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HEADING OFF  from YARINGA 
In marked contrast to some pleasant sunny Prom weather 
over Easter itself the rain, cold temperatures, strong 
winds and rolling seas made a heavy start for those 
heading off over the weekend before.  
 
The ‘Fleet’ included Peter Richards with Clem on 
‘Waitago’  who left a few days ahead of the others 
avoiding much of the adverse weather, and returned 
earlier [did they really run out of food?]. Next out were 
Steve & Sandy Smithett on ‘Innisheer’ heading for 
Stockyard Point where they were to be joined by the next 
group the following day. Joe Stohl on ‘Turul’ turned 
back in heavy rolling seas off Woolamai, and Doug Poad 
with Margaret on ‘Ariel’ headed back to dry out on their 
first attempt and returned to thaw out on their second!  
 
Gary & Cecilia Stewart on ‘Valhalla’ returned to 
Yaringa with ‘Ariel’ and sat out the bad weather until 
midnight when they headed off again with Alan & Ros 
Hurst on ‘Stella J’ via the San Remo Bridge. At 1 am 
Mike and Marlene Derr idge on ‘Knot 
Impossible’ (formerly ‘Impossible’), Tony & Wendy 
Downey with brother Paddy and Gary Cleary from 
‘Wind Dancer’ on ‘Tir Na Nog’, and ‘Ariel’ headed out 
via Seal Rocks. At around 1.30 am, Tony Yallop on 
‘Key Lago’ & Peter Giles from ‘Harmony’ crewing, 
with ‘Innisheer’ & ‘Turul’ headed off from Woolamai 
for Refuge. 
ROLLING SEA takes its TOLL 
Rumour has it that sea sickness was rife amongst 
skippers & crew 
a l i k e  o n  t h e  
downward leg to 
Refuge Cove. Those 
arriving with rosy 
cheeks & beaming 
smiles were quite 
exceptional! 
One steel yacht with 
four aboard in fact, 
laid over for 24 hrs 
at Waratah Bay with 
less than rosy cheeks & beaming smiles. As they sailed 
in the following day, they were spotted by the others out 
climbing Mount Kerskop. In typical Yaringa fashion the 
c l i m b e r s  
w a v e d 

Easter Cruise: Yaringa to Refuge Cove [continued from p1] 

enthusiastically to greet the late arrivals. The fact that no-

one waved back, or even looked up for that matter tells a 
story! 
 
Remember this swell all ye who ventured out to sea in 
April? 
A GREAT  EASTER at Wilson’s Promontory 
Prom walks, swimming, diving, fishing for salmon, beach 
parties, sing songs on the ‘flight deck’ of ‘Knot 
Impossible’, relaxing in the sun and under the stars, 
were just some of the features of Easter at the Prom. 
 
But as they say: YOU CAN’T HELP BAD LUCK! 
Mike Derridge saw his first ever snake in the wild and 
turned a pale shade of white! Geoff Dowell who had 
launched at Port Welshpool  to conserve fuel for cruising 

THE REFUGE ‘FLEET’:  BOAT DESCRIPTIONS 
What types of boats ventured into the Strait this Easter? 
The ‘steelies’ brigade at Yaringa were represented by the 
biggest yacht in the fleet, ‘Knot Impossble’ (Roberts 53 ) 
‘Tir Na Nog’ (Roberts 38) and ‘Turul’ (32’ Sloop). The 
Yaringa Nicholson 32 set had 75% of its members at 
Refuge Cove with ‘Stella J’, ‘Key Lago’ and ‘Valhalla’. 
[The other Nicholson 32 Roger & Jay Farebrother’s ‘Sea 
Fever’ was also out on the water over Easter].  A 
Duncanson 35 ‘Innisheer’, an Ossie Whittley Aroona 30 
‘Ariel’ and an Adams 28 ‘Waitago’ made up the rest of 
the yachts plus Geoff Dowell’s trailable Mustang 24 

Ros Peter Mike  Clem Sandy Alan Tony 
Marlene Gary & Cecilia (hidden) all 
waiting to wave at the Downeys! Photos from Key Lago 
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Attention all who like to fish! 
SPECIAL COMPS, MORE PRIZES, 
EXTRA TROPHIES THIS YEAR 
This coming season there will be a variety 
of special one day & weekend comps 
sponsored by Phil of ‘Reel Adventure 
Fishing Charters & Ken of ‘Seaford 
Bait & Tackle’ through Yaringa 
Chandlery. 
This means that as well as the overall 
season competition you can enter one off 
day comps and weekend comps with extra 
prizes & trophies for to go after.  
 
Anyone can enter! Anyone can win a prize 
or trophy in Yaringa’s fishing comps. From 
this coming October to next April you 
simply select when you are available and 
sign on for heaps of fishing fun on 
Westernport. 
This year notices will be mailed out to 
interested members prior to each event.  
 
Turn to page 21 for more on: 

Special thanks to the 
driving force behind 
Yaringa fishing comps 
Leo Menghi who sadly 
sold ‘Lady Anne’ mid 
season, retiring  from 
fishing comps through 
i l l  hea l th .  Leo’ s  
contribution will be 
acknowledged at the 
presentation night & 
annual dinner where he 
will present trophies. 

It’s that time of the year again when the 
professional fishermen from San Remo return for 
the annual, or in some cases twice yearly, ritual of 
cleaning & maintenance of their fishing vessels at 
Yaringa Boat Harbour. 
First to arrive was Terry Legg’s Sheryl Jan, 
transformed over a 
week or so with a 
sand back & bright 
coloured repaint. 
 
Terry’s brother 
Glen will be here 
in June for 
Finnegan’s  twice 
yearly slip & 
‘spruce up’. 
 
Wayne Hayhow 
is also due here 

SAN REMO FISHERMEN 
BACK FOR SLIPPING 

IS IT TIME FOR YOU 
TO SLIP AGAIN? See Frank 
or Rob at the office for a booking or ring 5977 4154 

T h e  g e n e r o u s 
sponsorship of the 
2000/2001 from Reel 
Adventure Fishing 
Charters and Seaford 
Bait & Tackle  is 
gratefully acknowledged. 
We look forward to their 
continuing support this 
year. Thanks to Trevor 
Lawrence of ‘The Swan’ 
for help with sponsorship 
& the loan of his digital  
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‘Sheryl Jan’ before & after being 
transformed in a week or so on the 
Yaringa slip by Terry Legg and his 
mate Mick from San Remo. 



stocked while Max Amos who 
won the season’s comp, reports 
that he & his team, Rob Stokie 
& Gary Smith, have taken 
home around 150 kgs of fish 
between them so far this season 
On the last Sunday of April ’01 
they bagged out on Gummies & 
Elephants in a total catch of 20 
kgs and it wasn’t a Comp Day! 
(See Nothing fishy about 
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There have been mixed 
reports from anglers 
returning with their 
catches to Yaringa this 
season. Some say that Snapper 
are down on last season and 
that the Whiting were late 
coming. Gummies and recently 
Elephant Fish have been more 
plentiful and you haven’t had to 

go too far out from Watson’s inlet 
to get a feed. 
Phil of ‘Reel Adventure Fishing 
Charters’ agrees that more fish 
were taken last year but that was a 
bumper season. There have still 
been plenty of good catches and 
Phil’s parties often bagged out. 
One of Yaringa’s most prolific 
fish takers Frankie Heffernan 
has certainly kept his freezer well 

YARINGA FISHING COMPS 2000/1 RESULTS 

Fishing Season yields Good Catches 

 Organising a work 
or social club 
function? How 
about a fishing trip, 
cocktail party OR an 
evening cruise? 
PHIL OFFERS 
DISCOUNT 
RATES TO    
YARINGA 
MEMBERS  
on group 
bookings ( 8-12 

Heading out to catch a feed?  
Don’t forget to pick up your bait and ice from 
YARINGA CHANDLERYYARINGA CHANDLERY Open 7 days all 
year round for bait, ice & fishing tackle. 

S p e c i a l 
a r r a n g e m e n t s  
available for early 
m o r n i n g  b a i t  
collection. 
 

Call Doug or 
Heather on 

Thirteen boats entered this season’s competition: Rob Hingston-Lily; Bevan Mullet-Lady Mullet; 
Dave & Kojak-Haines; Johnny & Eric Vargas– Osprey; John & Marg Brak-Cost-a-lot; Danny Hibbert-
Quinnie Spirit; Max Amos-Mikazba; Rod Kozac-Haines; Ian Kerslake-Swiftcraft;Lyndon Leembrugen- 
Stegcraft; Leo Menghi-Lady Anne; Trevor Lawrence & Ossie -The Swan; Ossie & Raelene-Knairy Two. 
 
OVERALL BOAT TROPHY WINNERS for the biggest total season’s catch.  
Winner:         56 Kgs     MIKAZBA - Max Amos, Rob Stokie, Gary Smith.  
Runner-up:   23 Kgs     LADY MULLET - Bevan Mullet, Otto, Paul Copeland.  
INDIVIDUAL CATEGORY TROPHY WINNERS  
SNAPPER      2200 gms   JOHN BRAK Costalot 
GUMMY        2860 gms   JOHNNY VARGAS Osprey 
ELEPHANT   3920 gms   MAX AMOS Mikazba 
WHITING        580 gms   ROB STOKIE Mikazba 
FLATHEAD     225 gms   GARY SMITH Mikazba 
PIKE                 500 gms   ROB STOKIE Mikazba 
SALMON         480 gms   BEVAN MULLET Lady Mullet 
TREVALLY    360 gms   GARY SMITH Mikazba 
ENCOURAGEMENT AWARDS   ROB HINGSTON  1550 gm Gummy  
LYNDON LEEMBRUGGEN 450gm Whiting  KOJAK smallest fish of the competition 
Congratulations to all entrants and trophy winners. Comp organiser Leo Menghi will present the  
trophies at this year’s Presentation Night & Yaringa Annual Dinner at The Victoriana Restaurant.  

TROPHIES   donated by Phil 
of  REEL  ADVENTURE  
FISHING  CHARTERS 
PRIZES  (Encouragement  
Awards) donated by Ken of 
Seaford Bait & Tackle who 
supplies the Yaringa Chandlery 
with bait &  fishing tackle. 
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Yaringa Boat Harbour Yacht Races YARINGA SUMMER SERIES 2000/2001 RESULTS 

Race Results Continue page 8 
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YARINGA RACE RESULTS ARE ON THE NET 
Check out the race results web site: www.users.bigpond.com/billfairley 
Thanks to Bill, Alan & others involved in making this information available on the Net. 
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A Series of six races will be held this winter from Yaringa Boat Harbour 
for Trailer Sailers, Keel Boats and Multihulls.  
 
YACHT RACE DATES: 
Race 1  Sat  2nd June      St  1300 hrs 
Race 2  Sat  16th June     St  1130 hrs    
Race 3  Sat  30th June     St  1130 hrs 
Race 4  Sat  14th July      St  1030 hrs 
Race 5  Sat  28th July      St  1030 hrs 
Race 6  Sat  11th August  St  0930 hrs 
 
# Entry fee: $25 for series or $6 for 
individual races. Series entries may drop 
one race [best 5 results count] 
# Enter prior to start of Series or on  the day 
for individual races. 
# Entry forms & sailing instructions 
available from YARINGA BOAT SALES office or ph/fax 5977 3004 
# Bring Your Own BBQ held at the Marina after each race. Visiting yachts 
welcome to stay overnight.  

Yaringa Boat Harbour  YARINGA BOAT SALES WINTER SERIES 2001  
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Special thanks to Bob Clow, Mel, 
Geoff, Perry & all the helpers on the 
committee boat for your tireless work. 
And thank you Barry Connell for your 
generous loan of  Shanita while Lady 
Irene awaits her  motor re-fit. 

Never been in a yacht race?Never been in a yacht race?  
A Winter or Summer Series race A Winter or Summer Series race 
at Yaringa is a great opportunity at Yaringa is a great opportunity 
to give it a try! Novices welcometo give it a try! Novices welcome  
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 Yaringa Boat Harbour Yacht Races YARINGA SUMMER SERIES 2000/2001 RESULTS 
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Stefan’s Column   Yaringa’s Trailerable Dry Storage:  
the largest & best in the southern hemisphere! 

But to make it work we need your help in the following areas: 
1. TRAILER WHEELS.  It’s not enough just to have a set of wheels on your boat trailer. They 
really need to turn freely with regularly maintained wheel bearings and properly inflated tyres so the 
trailer can actually be towed somewhere! 
 
2. SAFETY CHAINS.  Surprise! There are TWO of these, one from boat to trailer & one from 
trailer to the towing vehicle. Both chains need 150 mm slack and to be securely attached at one 
end with a strong clip-on connection or a stainless steel shackle with 10 mm diameter pin at the 
free end. Fittings should be easily operated by a child’s hand! 
  
3. WINCHES. Electric? Please take them home & store them safely as they can easily be 
damaged and UVs kill the plastic covers in the long run. Hand winches are necessary to reduce 
boat movement while being towed to the yard [avoiding dents in the gel coat where the bow 
roller used to be before it fell apart long ago!] Although our heavy duty, tractor mounted 
winches do the hard work your hand winch helps finish off the job in true seaman-like manner. 
Did I hear you say turnbuckle? They’re not appropriate under load so leave turnbuckles for flat 
road towing & fit a hand winch, preferably with cable not webbing which tends to wear out 
quickly. Avoid cheap ‘junk’ winches as flimsy pawls can wind backwards & that is dangerous on 
ramps. 
 
4. JOCKEY WHEELS. While handy for raising & lowering caravans, horse floats & boat 
trailers for road towing, their thin walls, dodgy winders and weak wheels make conventional 
jockey wheels quite unsuitable for tractor launch & retrieval of boats. They are yet another ‘junk 
product’ of the mass produced ‘after market’ sales variety. We do not take responsibility for 
jockey wheels of any type but can suggest a cheaper, more suitable & longer lasting alternative. 
A simple length of 50 mm gal pipe with a sole plate installed at whatever height achieves that 
elusive drainage angle, allows you to take your shiny jockey wheel home ready for when you 
take your trailer on the road. You can make one yourself or we’ll organise making & fitting at 
little cost. 
 
5. BRAKES. If at all possible take your brakes home & store them away for road use. It may 
take many years but eventually the demon salt will take its toll despite careful washing after use. 
 
6. COUPLINGS. These clever devices that attach your trailer for towing must be operable by 
one hand NOT a sledgehammer! A little bit of grease once a year helps. There’s only one ball size 
in the universe [50 mm]. Couplings should click down not screw down or have mystical levers! 
 
7. LOOSE & DANGLY BITS. Electrical connections & leads, light boards, awnings, fenders, 
loose mudguards & number plates are unnecessarily at risk so please take them home and put 
them with the jockey wheel and brakes. The marina accepts no responsibility for loose or dangly 
items just as it accepts no responsibility whatever for outboard legs, centre plates or rudders that 
are not raised and secured for retrieving and towing. 
 
Finally, your boat is meant to be trailerable at all times but trailers DO wear out over time. So 
if bits fall apart it is usually ’fair wear & tear’. This can be reduced by regular maintenance, and 
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My crew and I were at a bit of a loose end between 
the end of the winter racing series and the start of 
the summer series. I had also had some new sails 
made up and we were really looking for an 
opportunity to try them out. I was down at Yaringa 
early in September doing some maintenance work 
when I spotted a notice about an interesting looking 
fun race down to the Tankerton Jetty on French 
Island and back to Yaringa. Sounded simple 
enough. Only thing was that it included a landing at 
the Tankerton Jetty with one of the crew running up 
to the General Store to collect a Potteroo sticker and 
then running back again. Well that couldn’t be too 
difficult! 
 
I  s e t  a b o u t  
organising crew and 
finding out more 
about the race. I 
rang Alan Hurst to 
for details and as an 
afterthought asked 
him how far it was 
to the General 
Store. 6 k return trip was his reply. You’re joking! 
No he wasn’t. We decided that the race would be 
won or lost on the Trot part rather than the Yot part 
so Martin’s 14 year old son Nicholas volunteered to 
come and be our runner.  
The start was at 10.30am on a slightly overcast day 
with a light westerly wind of about 8 knots. We got 
a fairly good start and the fleet headed straight 
down Westernport Bay on a broad reach. The four 
Nicholson 32s were an impressive sight all together 

up near the front. 
The light wind seemed to suit our new sails and we 
soon found ourselves in about fourth place with Des 
in the big Sonata “Ravenous’ in the lead and Alan 
in “Stella J” just in front of us. Two thirds of the 
way down Middle Spit we were able to set a very 
s h y 
spinnaker 
and were 
soon past 
“Stella J” 
as we 
began to 
veer in 
towards 

Tankerton Jetty. We tied up next to “Ravenous” 
who already had their runner disappearing down the 
end of the jetty. The B63 “Sea Change” pulled in 
next to us as Nicholas hit the jetty running. 
Gradually the rest of the fleet arrived, some 
manoeuvring next to the jetty to drop their runners 
then moving off to anchor and others coming off 
the bigger boats in inflatables. 
 
We settled in to have a leisurely lunch while  the 

runners did their bit. We 
would have preferred to 
be running of course, 
but somebody had to 
mind the boats. There 
w a s  s o m e  brief 
excitement when a 
small fishing runabout 

tied up next to us by the last few strands of a rotting 
bit of poly rope, broke free. There must have been a 
dozen of us running down the jetty and trying to 
catch this thing is it drifted underneath. We hailed 
another boat and the runaway was recaptured, just 
as the owner came back down the jetty. Suddenly 
we were all being abused for ramming his boat and 

Report on the “Bonza Dash”  
Saturday 23rd September 2000 

By Kenton Lillecrapp Careel 22 “Justo Plus” 
Crew: Martin & Nicholas Jones, Alice Lillecrapp  

Nominated runner for the Bonza 
Dash, Nicholas on ‘Justo Plus’ 
passing Ken Lucas on ‘Wimple’ 

Alice waits patiently  to go 
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breaking the rope!! 
 

After about half an hour the 
first couple of runners 
appeared in the distance. 
Martin ran down to the end of 
the jetty to meet Nick and urge 
him on. They came running up 
the jetty with Nick looking red 
in the face and absolutely 
exhaus ted  and  
Martin yelling at me 
to stop taking photos 
and get the motor 
s t a r t e d .  N i c k 
tumbled on to the 

bow mumbling something between 
breaths about never doing that again. He 
told us that on the way back one of the 
outbound runners had offered him $20 for 
his Potteroo sticker. Such loyalty – we all said that 
we would have taken the money! 
 
We reversed out from the jetty and raced out under 
the motor to our 300 metre limit. I think we were 
first or second away and looking really confident. 
Then disaster! The bottom hank on the new genoa 
had slipped down the top of the turnbuckle on the 
forestay. (The official enquiry eventually found that 
somebody’s big foot may have been responsible for 
this when climbing on to the jetty). As we winched 
up the genoa the luff tape ripped off the sail at the 
hank. The skipper showed enormous restraint and 
called for a replacement sail.  
 
By the time we had a new (smaller) headsail up, 
“Ravenous” had slipped through and was a good 
300 metres in front. We set off in pursuit and were 
surprised to see them suddenly tack away towards 
H a s t i n g s . 
Unbeknown to 
us, they had 
touched bottom 
at one of the 
shallow spots 
near MS3. The 
Duncanson 35 
“Innisheer” was 
still out in front 
and following 
the same line as us so we continued straight towards 
Yaringa right next to Middle Spit, oblivious of the 
shallow area that “Ravenous” had tacked to avoid. 
It wasn’t enough to get us in front, however, and 
both “Ravenous” and “Innisheer” eventually 

crossed the line well in front of us. 
 
The ‘Bonza Dash’ was a lot of fun & 
congratulations to the corrected time first place 
getters Bryce Ferguson in the Sunmaid “Sysergy”in 
the trailable 
d i v i s i o n ,  
Doug Arnott 
in “Pitcairn 
Lady” in the 
k e e l b o a t 
division and 
Dennis Green 
in “Pronto” in 
the multihull 
d i v i s i o n .  
Thanks to 
Steve & 
S a n d y 
Smithett from 
the Bonza 
Collection for 
sponsoring a 
really good 
fun race. 
E d i t o r i a l  
Note: Those attending the last Winter Series dinner 
will be aware of the magnificent wooden trunk prizes, 

Tankerton French Island   Setting for the    
            BONZA DASH 2000 
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HOW TO YOT from Tarja 
As one experienced in the best of all summer 
sports, I feel  well qualified to say  few words about 
Yachting - I mean, Yachting- dammit, Yotting. 
These hints are for the beginners in the broads and 
rivers; the professional Yotter may pay little, if 
any , attention to them. 
 
On arrival at the quayside you will find your yot 
tied up there. The observant man will at once notice 
that it has a sharp and a blunt end. Normally the 
direction  of motion is usually towards the sharp 
end - except when strong tides are running when the 
boat will probably move sideways. At the blunt end 
is a rudder. This occupies the attention of one of the 
crew and gives him the pleasant impression of 
directing the course of the yot. Actually it has very 
little to do with it, unless he moves it rapidly back 
and forth, in which case the boat will move slowly 
forwards. This should , however, be done in the 
entire absence of wind, and when time is no object. 
 
In the middle of the yot is a mast upon which are 
gracefully draped sails. The sails are kept spread 
out by means of gaffs and booms at the top and 
bottom. The gaff is smaller than the boom; on the 
other hand, being at the top, it has farther to fall 
when the sails are let down, and therefore hurts 
more. The idea of the sails is, of course, the wind, 
impinging thereon, drives the yot headlong in 
various directions, which with luck will include the 
one desired. 
 
Many ropes are hung about the mast. These are for 
hoisting the sails which on arrival will be found 
unhoisted. A short series of experiments will show 
you, which ropes hoist, which sails; but don’t give 
up if some ropes do not appear to hoist anything. It 
may be that you are standing on the sail concerned. 
In this case, you should either get off & try again or 
else pull much harder. The former course is 
recommended as being less dangerous for non-
swimmers. 
 
When you have hoisted your sails you must untie 
the yot from the quayside. This should always be 
done; it makes for quicker and brighter yotting, and 
quaysides hardly ever float. It is preferable, if there 
is a wind, to get on board before untying. Nothing 
then remains but to enjoy yourself for the remainder 
of the day; though it is advisable not to decide 
definitely upon your destination for the night till 
you have actually reached it. 
 

On preparing to spend the night by a river bank , 
first tie the yot to the river bank and then tie the 
river bank to your yot. This prevents what we 
yotmen call “night-driftage,” which means that on 
waking next morning you probably have to do your 
previous day’s journey all over again. Then you 
should take down the sails. This is easy: simply 
untie all the ropes you can see & gravity does the 
rest. 
 
To make snug for the night you must realize that 
the cabin top lifts up. To find the cabin top go into 
the cabin and you will discover it immediately, 
about couple of feet lower than you expected. Then 
come outside again and try to lift it up properly this 
time with your hands. So far , so good. If it doesn’t 
come down with a run in the middle of the night, it 
will stay up, and I cannot say fairer than that. 
 
All you have to do after this is to take your 
“Secundus” stove, play with for three -quarters of 
an hour till it catches fire at every pore, throw it 
into the water, eat your cold beef, and go to bed.  
 
In the morning get up at once & bale out the cabin. 
Then go on deck to see if you can tell what things 
have been 
a) washed over board during high tide 
b) commandeered by ships that pass in the night 
c) eaten by cows that ditto 
Next, while you are waiting for the tide to rise again 
and float you off the expanse of mud which you do 
not remember noticing the night before, you may as 
well have breakfast and make shipshape - though I 
have never yet been able to discover exactly what 
the latter expression means. Every ship I have so far 
been aboard has retained the same shape throughout 
the voyage- except one which got a little bent about 

Tarj of Mermaid Marine Sewing enjoyed this Anthony 
Armstrong yotting story, typed it up & shared it with us.  
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constantly row to and from the mooring are the 
main reasons I keep my boat at Yaringa”, Jo 
explains.  

“And everyone is so friendly & helpful 

here too” she adds with her usual friendly smile. 

When she is not out sailing Relentless, twice Cock 
of the Bay winner under previous ownership, 
Joanne can be found at Tooradin clocking up 
hours for her pilot’s licence. To fund these 
expensive hobbies she somehow fits in running 
her own Noxious Plant, Weed & Vermin Control 

Joanne Parker brought her trophy 
winning racing yacht ‘Relentless’ around 
from Port Phillip to slip at Yaringa. She 
really liked it here and decided to stay a short 
while. 
But it wasn’t long before Joanne sold her mooring at 
Mornington and took up a permanent berth at 
Yaringa back in ‘99.  “ It’s so much more protected 
here and I don’t have to lie awake at night listening 
to the wild winds, wondering whether any boats 
have broken loose or worse still my boat!” says a 
much relieved Joanne.  

“Protection from the high winds, security from theft 
& vandalism and the convenience of not having to 

Claude Dunne is a 
keen fisherman. Prior  to 
bringing his boat to Yaringa 
in 1999 he was launching and 
retrieving it by himself at the 
Mornington boat-ramp! 
As he normally fishes alone, 
Claude, at 94, has found life a 
bit easier with Yaringa’s launch 
& retrieval service. After years 
of fishing Port Phillip he has 
now been able to try some of 
Westernport’s best  known 
fishing grounds near Yaringa. 

Claude caught his first  ever 
Elephant Fish outside 
Watson’s inlet when he was 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Relentless-ly’ determined to stay at Yaringa 

‘Hauling them in’ off Yaringa at 94 years of age! 
Introduced to Yaringa by his 
daughter and son-in-law Mary 
& Mike Duffy  who sail 
‘Emma’ at Yaringa, Claude has 
been known on at least one 
occasion to slightly exceed the 
speed limit in the channel. 

However there has been an 
equally slight hesitancy in 
raising the matter with him as 
he is a very proud man of  very 
firm views. One wonders 
whether management has quite 
the heart [or stomach?] for the 
task! 

Son-in-law Mike’s advice on 
this little dilemma? “Just make 
sure you get well out of the 

Mr Claude Dunne proudly 
displays his first Elephant 
Fish [weighing 3.5 kgs] 

“Protection… 
Security… & 
Convenience 
At Yaringa” 
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With so may stories of difficulties under sail out on 
the ‘treacherous’ Westernport bay – its worth 
relating a happy sailing story to remind us about 
good and enjoyable times under sail. 
 
Some may have noticed the t/s Ravenous – a 1982 
Sonata 8. After purchase we found a broken mast 
step and collapsed mast compression post - which 
resulted in some unplanned deck contours. After 
several very pleasurable afternoons 
labour, and some aluminium fabrication 
courtesy of Superior Spars & Rigging 
we soon had a sturdy new mast step, and 
we believe the strongest mast support 
ever seen in a Sonata 8. A few layers of 
epoxy saturated glass to repair the deck 
and the Sonata was ready for an 
extended test sail!  
 
Do you recall the joy of discovery each 
time you take out a new boat for the first 
time – the eager anticipation, the 
excitement of a new yacht. 
You are unsure what will work or not work, what 
rope tweaks what control, did we run the rigging 
correctly? Where are all the sheets, which sail does 
what! Can we fly a spinnaker with just 2 crew? 
What sail to fly under which conditions? And how 
does she handle, is the mast fitted correctly, is the 
forestay track OK, will the motor start????? 
 
“Looks like a speed machine” from Neville as she 
slid into the water  
“Absolute ly NOT” from me – “Anyway the 
handicap is on the skipper- not the boat”. 
 
Sunday 7 May 00 – 11 am. An overcast day, 
morning showers, breeze a consistent 8-12 knots 
from NW, the water dead flat. We motored out at 
11.30.  
 
Into Watsons Inlet, we hoisted the main and turned 
OFF the pesky, noisy outboard.  
4 knots down channel - wind 90 deg apparent. 
“Can we fly the spinnaker down the channel”, from 
me. 
“Only one way to find out” – from Bob. 
Bob ran out the spindly spinnaker sheets, set the 

spinnaker bag, prepared the pole with a jury rigged 
downhaul (what does this do?) and clipped on the 
topping lift.   “Right lets go” from Bob. 
Up with the halyard, a flurry of activity from the 
foredeck, the helmsman leaving the tiller to raise 
the kite, then majestically the chute billowed and 
filled – Ravenous surged forward – it flew first 
time – acceleration to 6 knots with chute – amazing. 
Watsons Entrance – which  way? – drop the 
spinnaker  & sail down the bay, or attempt a jibe 
and fly the spinnaker up the bay – lets try the jibe, 
Helmsman  to handle the main, forward hand on the 
pole. 
 
Ready – “jibe” and flurry of actions, adept work on 
the foredeck and moments later we still had the kite 

aloft with the wind on Port – we were 
elated. 4-5 knots dead downwind! Now to 
the serious business of tuning the sails, 
and balancing the boat. 
The spinnaker pole should align as an 
extension of the boom – OK what next! 
 
Raise the pole so the clew is level either 
side – OK. Now ease the sheet so the 
leading edge of the kite just curls back – 
pull in as the chute collapses. 
In the groove with sails trimmed we had 6 
knots. Now tweak the topping lift, adjust 
the downhaul, TRIM the SHEET, ease it 

out gently –TRIM! 
The Helmsman can help control the chute by 
steering away slightly and coming back up.  
This is fun!  
 
The Sonata is amazingly sensitive – light and 
responsive to waves, to minor variations in wind 
strength - each time the wind puffed a little 
stronger, we could feel the breeze increase, the boat 
accelerated almost immediately. The knot meter 
took 10-15 seconds to catch up to the increase. 
 
It was a beautiful afternoon, running downwind 
bathed in warm autumn sunshine, a few clouds, an 
occasional boat, the seagulls working baitfish, the 
water flat and smooth, with the water gurgling 
delightedly from the transom – what a wonderful 
experience. 
 
You could set the trim by the noise of the yacht thru 
the water, as speed increases – the gurgling from 
the transom increases 
  
With tidal assist, in no time we were past Chicory 
Lane, heading for Joes Island. 

A ‘Ravenous’ Day’s Sail with 
Des Berry. Hungry for trying out his 
Sonata 8 after an‘Interlude’ from his South 
Coast 36 Des shares the experience with us. 

Des toasts ‘Ravenous’ 
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Time for lunch. With spinnaker over-sheeted, we 
slowed to 4 knots, but didn’t have to trim the sail.  
Around Joes Island the wind began to drop, the tide 
was still running strong – we had to get back. So 
drop the chute and try out another headsail. 
Now we will see how she can point! Sheet in the 
jib, trim the main, run the traveller up the track to 
adjust the curve of the mainsail – then check the 
twist in the jib, adjust the car – move it forward… 
back… as we tune the sails, we are rapidly bearing 
down on a Bertram from Yaringa fishing at anchor. 
The Sonata points nicely…no more tacking all over 
the bay while Lady sails serenely on one tack 
toward the finish line! As the breeze returned and 
with sails trimmed, the speed crept over 6 knots…
heading for shallows – TACK! Back across the 
middle of Joes Island??? – can only be done at high 
tide?? As we tacked down the bay the tide 
continued to sweep us back toward Joe’s Island. 
Without a depth sounder, and in unfamiliar channel, 
it was a tad exciting as we neared the banks. 
 
Experimenting with the sail trim – at one stage let 
the tiller go. The Sonata held course in the steady 
breeze. Sliding the main traveller upwind adjusts 
the sail balance and headed closer to the wind.  
Experimenting, we held course without touching 
the helm for 5 minutes. The Sonata would creep up 
to windward, the jib would stall, she would fall 
away, speed up & point higher again – fascinating. 
Bob commented that she sailed faster every time 
the helmsman let go the tiller – a cruel suggestion.  
 
Abeam Warneet Entrance, with the tide still trying 
to take us up the bay, and with Wind dropping we 
were down to 3-4 knots. 
There appeared to be a band of stiffer breeze 
sweeping along the edge of the channel, over the 
bank the breeze was less, over near Crawfish rock, 
the breeze was less… 
 
A yacht sailed down Warneet channel – three 
sailors aboard, she was similar length, heading our 
way - upwind and slightly ahead of us. 
Now consider any two yachts heading in the same 
direction, each with crew of guys…. what else is a 
red blooded yachtie to do – no we weren’t really 
racing, it was just that we each had to tack and 
occasionally crossed… 
The body language is fascinating – casual glances 
to see what the other is doing, each trying to 
pretend they are not racing and didn’t really care 
what was happening to the other yacht. 
 
At the first cross they were 100 metres in front, we 

headed to the banks in front of Warneet – then 
toward Crawfish rock. At the second cross, they 
only just scraped past our bow, at the third we 
passed ahead! Then on the way back for the fourth 
cross, we found a little lift and tacked back over the 
banks where the tide runs less. At the next cross we 
had 500 metres on them and after that they seemed 
to lose interest and sailed south – obviously where 
they had really intended to go anyway – consoled in 
that they weren’t really trying.  
 
In sight of the Marina, and passing the Tide Gauge, 
with high tide and a lifting keel, we decided to 
maintain course for the Marina Entrance across the 
bank. It turned out to be the highest tide I have seen 
at Yaringa, so we made it easily.  
 
Nearing the Channel entrance, started the pesky 
motor, dropped the jib, and main. Both came down 
smoothly, without fuss, we tied them loosely and 
motored serenely up the channel. 
 
It was peaceful and quiet in the marina, the wind 
had dropped to nothing, the tide was very high, the 
sun behind clouds, the water mirror smooth, 
disturbed only by the occasional yacht gliding into 
a pen. Serene, calm, magic. 
The only blot on the whole trip was on checking 
ships stores, we found we had run out of essential 
supplies (Whisky) – keelhaul the purser. 
 
This was the day to remind us why we go sailing – 
flat seas, gentle winds, searching for the best wind 
strength, checking for minor wind shifts that 
indicate a lift or a knock, watching the telltales, 
minor trimming adjustments to see where we could 
extract more speed. 
 
This is why we go yachting - may there ever be 
serene days where the water is flat, and the breeze 
is gentle and consistent. And I hope to never lose 
the anticipatory excitement, the (youthful) boyish 
enthusiasm, and the sheer enjoyment in being on 

Des Berry, full-on boating enthusiast & long time 
Yaringa member has kept several boats at the 
Harbour including a Riviera 34  luxury cruiser & 
more recently ‘Interlude’ a South Coast 36. 
 
Des is currently busy on a major boating 
projecting building a Multi-hull which we expect 
to see here in the near future for assembly and fit 
out. Meanwhile he keeps his hand in with the 
Sonata 8 ‘Ravenous’ which he keeps here in Dry 
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The following is an account of a circumnavigation 
of French Island in Wild Goose - a 22’ sloop rigged 
Jedda, grp twin bilge keel, drawing 0.75 metres. 
 
1500 Monday, Oct 23 2000 Light variable wind 
from about the west, overcast, light drizzle, 
barometer 1012 and steady. Nigh on low water. 
Charts AUS 150 and the Westernport Boating 
Guide. Left the pen at Yaringa under No.2 jib.  
 
Clear of Watson's Inlet, set course for Crawfish 
Rock, intending to overnight in Chicory Lane, for 
an early morning start for the "hump" - the shallows 
at the north east corner of French Island which, in a 
Jedda, can be covered at springs at 3 hours either 
side of high water. The run to Chicory Lane was 
uneventful, the wind dropping out on occasions. 
 
Chicory Lane was empty of boats and, hugging the 
south side of the channel (more birds)  eased down 
to a point due south of the green starboard mark, 
due east of Lysaghts, up into the wind & laid off 25 
metres of anchor in eight metres of water.No boats, 
but an abundance of bird life with five groups of 
black swans patrolling the mangroves and the usual 
crew of long necked worm pickers on the flats. 
 
0600 Tuesday, overcast with steady drizzle and no 
wind. The forecast was vague, with the prospect of 
light winds from almost anywhere you liked. A 
high over the bight was squabbling with a high over 
the Tasman, with an uncertain low pressure trough 
trying to insert itself between them from the north.  
 
At 1100 ripples on the water from the north east 
looked promising, weighed anchor and under full 
main and number two jib left the Lane.  With even 
money on a change to the south west by evening, 
the plan was to go round French Island the other 
way, leaving her to port instead of starboard. Out of 
Chicory Lane,  set course to leave Crawfish Rock to 
starboard and head down Spit Channel. One needs 
to keep as close as is prudent to Crawfish Rock as 
the mud flats to the north of Scrub Point would 
seem to have extended north. 
 
Rounding the starboard hand mark at the north east 
corner of Spit channel, one should give it a good 
berth, as the shoal here would appear to have 
extended  to the west somewhat.  

Once into Spit Channel, one heads 180§M and 
picks up each successive port hand mark. At low 
tide, Spit Channel abounds with wild life, with a 

variety of birds seen on the flats picking at 
whatever it is that birds pick at. Overhead, skeins of 
geese can be seen, their formations ragged as they 
explore places to set down.  Long Point and Swan 
Corner, south of Rhyll are particular places where 
they congregate. At the time of writing (October 
24th, 2000), number four mark in Spit Channel has 
been replaced by a small buoy, not unattractive in 
appearance but not as easily visible as the marks.   
 
With the wind more or less from the north, a good 
run down here, goosewinged  with full main and 
genoa in five to ten knots soon brought up the south 
cardinal mark at the southern end of Middle Spit, 
requiring a decision whether to carry on or to round 
the mark and head north and succumb to the earthly 
pleasures of Hastings.  The forecast via the mobile 
(1900 926 110) sounded promising, with the odds 
on a shift to the south to south west later in the day 
and so pressed on, running on south goosewinged 
for the buoy that marks the western end of Tortoise 
Head Bank, a bank, which like most, provides little 
benefit but costs one dear if you default. 

FAR FROM A WILD GOOSE CHASE!FAR FROM A WILD GOOSE CHASE!  
Alan Hill takes us round French Is in 
‘Wild Goose’ with technical precision. 

Former Ship’s Captain and 
Master Mariner Alan Hill at the 
helm of his Jedda ‘Wild Goose’ 
Photo by Mac Craig of  ‘Mudlark’ 
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Rounding the buoy, altered course to head 090§M, 
tracking the 10 metre line.  It was here that the rain 
began, intermittently at first, and then consistently, 
occasionally sheeting down to obscure both French 
and Phillip Islands. Running off the compass and 
the echo sounder, ran the length of the bank and 
picked up Bird Rock, with a solitary pelican, 
stoically perched on this rocky outcrop. Ram Island 
and Long Point next, the latter with its remnants of 
a pier easily recognizable. Visibility variable from 
one to three miles. Elizabeth Island next, where one 
can be close in. On the east side of Elizabeth Island 
is a small wooden pier which looks very private and 
which the rocky outcrop to its immediate south is 
daunting.  
 
Here the forecast wind shift occurred and with a 
stiff souwesterly,  needed to make the decision to 
either stay the night in the bay which lies to the 
west of Snapper Rock, or to make for Spit Point on 
the eastern end of French Island.  Snapper Rock 
Bay is a good anchorage for anything but winds 
from the South to the East. With Wild Goose's twin 
keel, and no concerns about grounding, I usually 
anchor well to the west, not far from the 
mangroves.  
 
With the wind now strengthening, the barometer 
dropping and the possibility of the wind shifting to 
the south, decided to run for Spit Point, some eight 
miles to the north east.  The passage through the 
narrows between Corinella and French Island can 
be daunting, particularly in very small (less than 
18') boats if the wind is against the tide, with waves 
of up to two metres in severe conditions. 
 
One can either pass between the Pelican Is mark (a 
substantial and easily visible structure) and Snapper 
Rock, which is less obviously marked and which 
mark can be difficult to pick up in poor visibility 
against French Is, or one can pass between Snapper 
Rock and French Island.  The latter passage has the 
deep water and, if running with the tide, is my 
preferred, purely on grounds of speed.  If the wind 
is against the tide, this deeper passage has less 
chop. 
 
With the wind dead astern and the tail of the ebb 
still making itself felt, goosewinged between 
Pelican Is and Snapper Rock, and with the visibility 
dropping in the increasing rain, ran for the first of 
the port hand marks (No.2) that mark the bank up to 
Macleod. Closing on the mark,  gibed and with a 
good 20 knots, full main and number two jib, ran 
the six miles to Spit Point in an hour, with the log 

clocking 8 knots at one stage - the fastest I've ever 
had Wild Goose go.  The run up here is not 
difficult, even in poor visibility, as one can hug the 
five fathom line and with reasonable marks (the 
port hand marks, Macleod - where the jetty is no 
longer but the prison buildings visible through the 
pines) see ones way until Blue Gum Point. Here 
one needs to take care, as the mudbank between 
Blue Gum Point and Spit Point reaches a long way 
out and is very uneven, so that, on  a course of 
060§M one may have over five metres one moment 
and be in mud the next.  
 
Spit Point is a reasonable anchorage against winds 
from the west and is a good place for those who can 
take the ground. The spit itself, on its north side, is 
a gently shelving sand approach and a reasonable 
short term anchorage due to its exposure to the 
south. Should one want to go ashore and not have a 
dinghy, one should identify the seaward (southeast) 
limit of the grass on the point itself, and approach 
this on a course of 265§M. This approach should 
ensure a sand approach. To the north of this line, 
the bottom is mud and a walk ashore is rendered 
difficult. On my first vis it, I beached on mud and, 
very keen on an expedition ashore, found myself to 
my calves in mud. I made my way ashore by using 
the wooden hatchboards as splatchers, placing one 
on the mud in front of me, stepping on it, picking 
up the board that I had stepped from and so on. A 
slow and messy journey. 
 
For overnight anchoring, in doubtful weather, one 
should move further north for the deeper water and 
the shelter.  About half a mile NNW of the spit is a 
yellow mark, topmark cross. North of this mark is 
an unmarked outcrop of rock, which dries to about 
a foot. 
  
Wednesday 0830, two hours before high water on 
the hump,  weighed anchor and, under reefed main 
and the number three jib,  with driving rain 
reducing the visibility to less than a mile and the 
wind from a little west of south and a good 20 
knots, left the mark to port and then ran for three 
and a half miles on 320§M to pick up one of the 
marks that indicate the end of Boulton Channel. 
Seeing the red mark at about half a mile,  altered 
course to 275§M to make either Boulton/Bouchier 
channel mark, which is usually easy to pick up, or 
the starboard hand mark to the Cut, which is less 
visible.  With the wind never less than twenty knots 
and sometimes as much as thirty,  made good 
progress, passing the Bouchier/Boulton mark at a 
little after 1000, with the least water 1.4 m. 
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From here the navigation is relatively easy, 270§M 
to pick up Joe's Is, whence one can sight Barrailliar 
and the clump of trees to the left, on French Is 
proper, vaguely reminiscent of the CBD through the 
driving rain.  Wind conditions varied considerably  
on this leg and I found myself regularly changing 
sails which, on the Jedda in rough conditions, 
requires slick harness work. 
 
Crawfish Rock to port, Eagle Rock to starboard into 

RESULTS  
Division 1. * Adjusted                  Division 2                
                         (see note below) 
Windancer                                           Key Lago 
Vectis                                                     Nirvana 
Freycinet                                              Stella J 
Aracnid                                            Brittania 11 
Mudlark                                               Windstay 
Sysergy                                                  Harmony 
                                                                Ariel 
                                                                Tetsu-Ko 
                                                                Pitcairn Lady #  
Division 3         
Slick Willie                
 
 
 
 
*Adjusted Results: The original Division 1 results 
showed Justo Plus as winning the race by 12 minutes. 
Subsequently it was discovered that an inadvertent 
error of timing by Justo Plus at the start, gave her a 
four minute advantage. Although adjusting back the 
times wouldn’t have actually changed the results it 
was properly argued that Justo Plus may have gained 
wind & tide advantage from the early start. In an act 
of true sportsmanship and in the friendly spirit of 
Yaringa yacht racing the skipper of Justo Plus 
Kenton Lillecrapp, withdrew from the race. “It was 
our error and we have to wear it,” Kenton expl ained. 
“We arrived a bit late, 
misread the directions 
wondering why everyone 
was on the wrong side of 
the starting line, and 
actually thought we were a 
minute late starting! Never 
mind Kenton, till NEXT 
TIME!  
 

Alan Hill was introduced to Yaringa by Mac 
Craig of ‘Mudlark’  fame. Their Jeddas sit 
side by side in Dry Storage and can 
sometimes be seen together out on the Bay. 
When Mac’s series on ‘Sailing Westernport’ 
for our Yaringa Journal  was suspended 
through illness, Mac asked Alan to submit 
this article. Many readers ask for 
information on circumnavigating French 
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Yaringa Chandlery  

STERNCHASER 28 April 2001 

NOVELTY YACHT RACES like the Mystery 
Race, the Bonza Dash, and the Sternchaser in-
between each Yaringa series keeps the adrenalin 
going for racing enthusiasts while providing a 
lot of fun for regulars and novices alike. If you 
have a trailer sailer or keel boat and you have 
never seriously thought about entering a race, 
one of these novelty races could be just the go! 
Enquire at Yaringa Boat Sales or Clow Marine 
Electronics  for information on Novelty Races 
or for details on how to go about entering any 
Yaringa race: winter, summer or in-between! 

Yaringa Novelty Yacht Races 

#  Special thanks to Doug & Heather 
proprietors of the Yaringa Chandlery 
for sponsoring this fun race day and 
for generously allowing every one else 
to sail past Pitcairn Lady. 

Packing up Justo Plus after a  
‘Clayton’s’  race win! 

Y A R I N G A 
BOAT SALES 
URGENTLY NEEDS MORE 
BOATS TO SELL OVER THE 
WINTER & SPRING MONTHS 
 
Please see Ros or Alan Hurst or 
Marlene or Mike Derridge  

at the 
Yaringa 
B o a t 
Sales  
Office  
or give 
them a 
call now 
on 5977 
3004. 
Winter is  
a good 
time to 
sell ! 
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While we were finishing building ‘Fantus’ at 
Yaringa, I often listened to the Yaringa Water Rats 
discussing cyclones. As a relatively inexperienced 
yachts person I usually managed to switch off when 
they got around to throwing out sea anchors and so 
on. Like most people I considered being in a 
cyclone a life experience I could do without. 
 
The first wet season up north we spent 
inMooloolaba and although there were cyclones 
hanging about that year, the worst threat we had 
was hail, damage to our solar panels, but it didn’t  
happen! Townsville was our home for our second 
wet season. No cyclones or floods there in 1999. 
 
On November 20, 1999 we anchored in Watson’s 
Bay, Lizard Island. It was the beginning of our third 
wet season. The first three days were extremely hot 
and humid with torrential overnight rain. Then the 
skies really opened and we had eight days of rain, 
rain and more rain. We were buffeted by 35 knot 
winds day and night. Apparently these were the 
most unseasonable weather conditions at Lizard 
Island for the last 23 years. Just typical of our 
timing to be there! 
 
On December 3 the evening weather schedule 
included a Cyclone Watch. Lizard Island is fairly 
remote and we were feeling pretty vulnerable 
wishing we had more charts of the coast. However 
there were a number of boats in the anchorage and 
we intended to follow their advice as to where we 
could shelter in a mainland creek or river. In the 
meantime we threw out all the anchor chain and 
tidied up the deck. Fortunately the Watch was 
cancelled next morning. Not exactly the conditions 
we’d envisaged for our visit to beautiful Lizard 
Island. We waited until December 11 before the sea 
conditions allowed us to head back south. 
 
We’d spent 2 months in Port Douglas before the 
next real threat occurred on February 28, 2000.  
Cyclone Steve was a Category 2 with expected 
wind gusts of 125 - 170 km/h and torrential rain.  
Marina Mirage issued everyone with a Cyclone 

Contingency Plan with the objective of evacuating 
the Port area at least 6 hours before destructive 
winds commenced. 
 
A BLUE ALERT was issued at 10 am. We were 
already stocked up with food and water, had taken 
down our shade covers and were generally prepared 
for a move. Thirty minutes after the alert we moved 
into Dickson’s Inlet. We chose a well-protected 
area in a creek off the Inlet. It was raining heavily 
all day and very humid. We had barely arrived 
when the sand flies descended in their hordes and 
there was no respite from their furious attack until 
the wind picked up many hours later. Ah...! 
Another exotic anchorage, soaking wet and being 
eaten alive!  

We proceeded to tie ourselves off to one side of the 
creek. Rob rowed out in Fragile, our dinghy, to 
slosh about in the thick mangrove sludge trying to 
ignore the fact that crocodiles were lurking in the 
area. There was a lot of jocularity amongst the 
yachties, especially those who were escaping the 
sand flies and going land-side for the night. By la te 
afternoon we were as prepared as we’d ever be and 
wishing  Steve would hurry up so we could return 
to the Marina. 
 
We skipped the YELLOW ALERT and went 
straight to the RED ALERT. The Port and Marina 
were both closed. At this time we were tied off  to 
both sides of the creek and had Fantus positioned in 
the middle. 
It started to rain heavily about 6 pm and as it got 
dark the wind started to pick up. Campbell, of 
Marina Mirage, kept us up-dated all evening on the 
radio, which was reassuring. Cyclone Steve crossed 
the coast at Trinity Beach about 50 miles south of 
us. Our wind instrument at the top of the mast, 
registered 55 knots at the height of the storm.  
We rocked around a bit but felt very lucky that the 
cyclone crossed the coast so much further south. 

CYCLONE SEASON aboard 
‘Fantus’ at Mirage Marina Port Douglas 

Lyn and Rob Tregoning spent 16 years building their 
Roberts 45 before bringing it to Yaringa to finish off 
and launch. They then lived aboard for a couple of 
years preparing to head north. Neville Hard off 
‘Morvah’ and Frank Bond off ‘De Jot’ crewed with 
them to Eden. Frank stayed on a few more months.  
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By 11pm conditions appeared to be stable and we 
retired. Next morning the Marina opened at 7.30 
am. The return trip turned out to be the trickiest part 
of the whole exercise. Unfortunately there is no 
coordinated plan for an orderly retreat from the 
Inlet so everyone releases their boats when they are 
ready. Consequently there were boats bearing down 
on us from upstream with a flooding tide -so once 
in motion there was no way to pull up or hold 
station 
 
Once we were untied we had to manoeuvre between 
other boats, only missing them by centimetres. If 
we’d had to that type of close quarter manoeuvering 
earlier in our sailing career I’d probably have had 
an anxiety attack. Now we do it with our fingers 
crossed and hearts in our mouths! 
 
From then on it seemed like there was a cyclone 
threat around nearly every week. We felt very 
relieved when Cyclone Tessie hit Townsville and 
we weren’t there. Cyclone Vaughan developed on  
Tessies heels on April 6. Fortunately Vaughan 
turned into a rain depression after we’d spent  
another anxious day up the Inlet. 
 
However we’re not deterred and will be staying in 
Port Douglas for the next Wet Season, before we’re 
off cruising again.  
 
Regards to everyone at Yaringa .  
Lyn & Rob Tregoning  
aboard Fantus at the   
Mirage Marina, Port Douglas, Queensland 

George & Beverley Clark were thrilled with the 
number of friends who turned out in perfect 
weather for an early morning launching of their 
Roberts 35 last year. Thanking all those who came 
to share in this special occasion George and Bev  
specially thanked Pastor Mike for dedicating 
’Napthali’ as a mission boat and praying for the 
safety of both yacht and crew. 
They gratefully acknowledged the busy helpers at 
the Yaringa barbecue who cooked and served 
magnificent breakfasts to everyone present. 

“I am sure God blessed the day” said George in 
a special thank you published on the Yaringa  
notice board. “The whole event was perfect. We 
were blessed with excellent weather and the  
Yaringa Marina staff launched her with 
professional skill and sympathy for our 
nervousness. Thank you Stefan, Frank & the 

NINETY ATTEND BREAKFAST LAUNCHING 

‘NAPTHALI’ Blessing & a prayer 

Is this Lyn (right) being chased by Cyclone Steve? 
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Actually ANYONE CAN WIN a trophy if you 
happen to be lucky enough to be in the right spot, 
on the right day, have the right bait & suitable 
tackle, and you have the patience & skill to actually 
land the fish! For individual category trophies this 
really is the case. Those who fish only one day of 
the season’s comp sometimes take away the trophy 
that others have been chasing over many weekends. 
 
Then again, those who put in the time are more 
likely to be rewarded with one or more prizes. 
Unlike Pokie machines, if you do strike it lucky but 
stay on to win more, you don’t lose what you 
already have safely aboard. It is yours to take back 
to Yaringa for the weigh-in! So the more hours you 
put in, the better your chances! 
 
This is particularly so with the overall boat trophy 
which is a cumulative prize awarded to the boat 
with the heaviest overall total catch for the season. 
The more comp days you manage to get on the 
water and the longer you stay out the more likely 
you are to build up your boat total.  
 
But according to overall boat trophy winners of the 
past, you really do have to work at it consistently 
and putting in the time helps. “But that is part of the 
fun.” says a past winner. “We have a really good 
time every day we head out. So the more days we 
fish the comps the more fun we all have. If we 
bring in a big catch, that’s a bonus!” 
 
According to this year’s winner Max Amos, they 
sometimes come across a school of salmon or 
trevally almost there for the taking. “On other days 
we really have to work at it,” he adds. “maybe 
changing position 10 or 15 times and working hard 
all day for a few gummies or elephants. But if 
they’re a decent size, the overall weight is around 

the same.” 
Winning team member of the Overall Boat 
Trophy in the 2000/01 Yaringa fishing comp 
Gary Smith travels all the way down from 
near Shepparton every comp weekend and 
sometimes other weekends in-between! Prior to 
joining the Mikazba crew his fishing 
experience was mainly fresh water but he is a 
now a dedicated convert to Westernport and 
Yaringa. 
 
Team-mate Rob Stokie who lives in the 
Eastern suburbs has nothing like the same 
distance to travel as Gary but is equally as 
passionate about Westernport fishing. He 
always arrives back at Yaringa with a smile as 
big as a snapper & rarely without a big car 
fridge stuffed with fish which he can hardly 
wait to display to Yaringa staff! Prone to the 
odd accident at sea 
he still grins, even with 6 stitches in his head! 
 
There is little doubt that all this passion stems 
from skipper of Mikazbar  Max Amos who is 
inspirational in his enthus iasm for fishing in 
general & for Westernport in particular.  
 
A photographer in his other life, Max spends a 
lot of his time doing those school photographs 
(remember them) with class photos & 
individual shots, an absolute organisational 
nightmare! 
No wonder he escapes whenever the chance 

NOTHING FISHY About this Year’s Champs! 
And how do you win a Yaringa  fishing 
trophy or prize? 

Passionate about Westernport fishing 

Mikazba with owner Max Amos & fishing 
colleagues  Gary Smith and Rob Stokie. 

SPECIAL COMPS, MORE PRIZES, 
EXTRA TROPHIES THIS YEAR 
This coming season there will be a variety of 
special one day & weekend comps sponsored by 
Phil of ‘Reel Adventure Fishing Charters 
& Ken of ‘Seaford Bait & Tackle’ 
through Yaringa Chandlery. 
More prizes & trophies for you to go for. 
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It may 
n e v e r 

become a Hollywood movie but there is plenty of 
action in Yaringa’s Cat building division where 
John Ratcliffe & Cherie Van Styn have joined 
veteran Yaringa-ites Sandy & Kevin McAuliffe in 
building their catamarans ‘side by side’, or given 
the shape of 
multihulls,  
‘end to end’. 
 
John and 
Cherie along 
with their 
little dome 
tent and fry 
pan are 
r e g u l a r 
overnighters 
at Yaringa 
w h e n e v e r  
they can 
q u i e t l y 
escape from their medical practice in town to make 
the most of the daylight hours working on their 
boat. 
 
Up in town, John, practices traditional Chinese 
medicine and is author of a dietary book’ Sugar 
Science’. Cherie  is a qualified nurse and author of a 
companion book entitled ‘The low-carbohydrate 
Gourmet Cookbook.’ Together they run a busy 
clinic in Richmond, John treating patients while 
Cherie assists and also dispenses pharmaceuticals. 
 
But once they enter the ga tes of Yaringa they 
transform into true boat builders, with resin covered 
hands & sanding dust from head to toe. Their 43’ 
Schoinning Catamaran with a beam of 22’ is 
emerging already as an imposing vessel which, 
if all goes to schedule will be ready to launch down 
the Yaringa slipway by Christmas 2003. The hulls 

are of Duracone & Duflex (Balsa) construction.  
While Cherie admits to being a novice at sailing, 
John was once part owner of a Columbia 34, which 
he sailed in the Whitsundays (as one would!)  Their 
vision to sail a cat was first kindled by seeing the 
video ENZA and they were inspired to build 
something like ‘Raw Nerve’ until their dream was 
shattered by the million dollar construction tag! So 
they settled for a more modest but just as exciting 
project to build the Schoinning, which will be a 
substantial vessel and a remarkable 

achievement by this keen couple. We wish them 
well!  
KENTFIELD MARINE, manufacturers of 
the Sunbird motor sailer are now leasing 
premises in the Yaringa Boat Services 
complex, moving their boat building operations 
here soon from Alphington. Proprietor Alan 

Rouch & John came to 
Yaringa through Superior 
Spars & Rigging. 
Welcome Kentfield!  
One of their yachts was 
built for Chris Camelieri 
On taking possession, 
Chris had Yaringa staff 
help with the finishing 

“Catamaran: a boat design involving 
the use of two joined hulls. Its chief 
features are that it is twice as likely to 
hit something or develop a hole or leak 
but will generally take double the 
amount of time to sink after having 

Cat under a hot tin roof.  

Definition from 
‘A Sailor’s 
Dictionary  by 
Henry Beard & 
Roy McKie 
Courtesy Roy 
& Chris Clark 
‘Amstel Maid’ 

Yacht Construction 
team moves to Yaringa  

Chris Camelieri’s brand new SJ8 
Sunbird built by Kentfield Marine 

The finishing touch 
by Derek Warner of 
Warner Signs  
0417 557 987. 
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‘TRAILER BOB’ Comes to Yaringa 
Bob Langdon who formerly berthed his boat at 
Hastings marina where he was known as ‘Trailer 
Bob’ through his trailer repair work, has brought 
‘Jocka 11’ to Yaringa. Bob & Chris are now live-
aboards here. Bob currently operates 
BOB’S TRAILER CLINIC near Lysaghts. 
He specialises in repairs to bearings, frames, 
winches, Jockey wheels, rollers, springs, 
alterations & rust treatment.  
Phone Bob for a quote: 0418 143068 

New Year’s Eve 
‘Reel Adventure’ 

Yaringa Annual Dinner 2000 Some of 
the 160 members attending  the Victoriana. 

‘Heeling’ in  
Yaringa Race 

YARINGA members celebrate  
New Year’s Eve 2000 at the BBQ 

Yaringa 
Spinaker 
Flying 
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One of the three proposed coastal marine 
national parks to be established in Westernport 
will take it’s name from Yaringa Boat Harbour. 
This is a fitting tribute to the fifteen or so years 
Stefan has devoted to his visionary Yaringa 
project of transforming a derelict local dump 
and swampy wasteland into a thriving, 
environmentally friendly marina & Land for 
Wildlife.  
 
The proposed park will in no way impact 
negatively on our marina operations at Yaringa. 
The boundary of the Marine Park is in line with 
the end of Bungower Road so the Marine Park 
waters are well to the north of our mooring 
buoy, mainly shallow and mostly unnavigable.  
 
The proposed Park is to be a no fishing 
zone, not a ‘no-go' zone for boats, so anyone 
who does go there can continue to do so. On 
the other hand it should help to ensure the 
future of these important fish breeding 
grounds, sea grass areas and habitat for 
marine life.   
 
The Yaringa Marine Park will be a 
compatible neighbour to Yaringa: a logical 
extension of our natural setting,  
environmentally friendly philosophy and 
operating ethos. It will enhance the overall 
environmental consciousness of the Yaringa 
precinct and help to reinforce Harbour policies 

protecting native birds and animals. It will 
certainly help secure the area’s long term 
recreational fishing future. 
Members are asked to note these procedures: 
• No-one should enter the Dry Berth Security 

Yard without prior clearance from the 
office and reporting back to office on 
leaving.  

• The slipway and access ramp to day berths  
is for staff to launch, retrieve & slip boats. 
Member access is via the gate & gangway.  

• Visitors & onlookers are to keep well clear 
of the slipway, winch, cables and tractors 
when boats are being slipped or launched. 
The Red Line defines the works area so 
keep safely back from the line and activity.  

• With increasing public access to Yaringa 
services (Boat Sales, Chandlery, Café etc) a 
new Security fence in line with the office 
and extending to the front gate area will 
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YARINGA MARINE PARK 
Compatible Neighbour & fitting tribute 
to how our Marina has been developed. 

Yaringa SAFETY and SECURITY  

YARINGA is a 
registered Land for 
Wildlife area. Koalas, 
wallabies, echidnas,  
antychinus, & a 
variety native birds at 
ground level, live in 
this dog & cat free 
zone. This koala on the 
Yaringa dinghy rack 
was photographed by 
‘Ossie’ Osborne of 
‘Knairy Two’. 
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New owner of Harbourside Boat Repairs, qualified, 
professional shipwright TOM WILSON has 
exciting plans for his long term investment at 
Yaringa. Speaking after the handover on settlement 
day, 1st May 2001, 
Tom expressed his 
thanks to Allan 
Schulz for the 
opportunity of 
working for him at 
Y a r i n g a .  H e  
o u t l i n e d  h i s  
i n t e n t i o n s  o f  
combining major & 
minor boat repairs, 
refurbishment and fit outs with a preventative 
maintenance service and eventually a boat 
construction division. A five year lease within the 
Yaringa Boat Services complex should enable Tom 
to fulfil his vision. He intends building a team of 
experienced boat repair specialists to meet the 
needs and requirements of Yaringa boat owners. 
 
Tom started at Harbourside last year after building 
fibre glass yachts at J&L French in Moorabbin. He 
commenced an apprenticeship in 1996 with 
Webster Marine Paynesville, building & repairing 
wooden boats finishing it building racing yachts 
with Blue Marine at Braeside. With general 
experience on fibre glass, wooden and steel boats, 
Tom sees his specialist areas as fibre glassing, 
timber work, painting and finishing. He is already 
working on the 44’ steel cruiser ‘Taurus’ and about 
to undertake extensive refurbishment of 40’ timber 
yacht ‘Evelyn Isobel’ for her new owners. In spite 
of the busy schedule ahead he is taking on the 
challenge of  running Harbourside Boat Repairs 
with energy, enthusiasm and confidence.  
 
Tom is a keen sailor, with racing experience from 
skiffs to keel boats. He is an 
experienced diver and has 
worked on underwater hull 
inspections. He lives with 
his partner Emily in 
Mordialloc while his father, 
Phil, is known at Yaringa as 

head of marine insurance broker Interpacific. 
Diesel Mechanic Michael Van Berlo and his 
partner Patricia have taken over Workshop 3 to 
run their new business KDR Diesel Maintenance.  
Mike has 28 years  experience working on diesel 
engines including 5 years repowering & upgrading.  
Patricia has 5 years experience in Marine Spare 
Parts, recently pursuing computing & bookkeeping 
studies. Together their business provides servicing, 
maintenance, repairs & refits of marine diesel 
engines. Early steps in their bus iness plan include 
setting up a Mobile Workshop and finding out the 
main types of diesels at Yaringa to access up to date 
information for maintenance & repairs as needed. 
Call Mike on 0418 306 052 
KDR Diesel Maintenance will work in liaison with 
Supreme Marine and busy Rob Kelly  is delighted 
to have an on-site diesel specialist at Yaringa. 
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HARBOURSIDE BOAT REPAIRS 
changes hands to new Shipwright. 

FAREWELL MESSAGE FROM ALLAN  SCHULZ 
I wish to advise all my customers that due to 
continuing medical conditions, I have been forced to 
sell my business. I had really been looking forward 
to getting the new ‘Big Workshop' properly set up 
and off the ground as the saying goes! Both Stefan 
and myself have waited so long to have the new 
workshop become a reality and now, unfortunately, 
I must pass the dream on to the new owner, TOM 
WILSON. Tom is a qualified 
shipwright starting his 
a p p r e n t i c e s h i p  w i t h  
Websters in Paynesville on 
the Gippsland Lakes. I am 
sure that Tom be able to 
continue well with all the 
repair facilities. 
I do wish to thank all my customers over the past 
years and wish you all happy and ‘safe’ boating. 

Tom Wilson with parents Phil & 
Heather, alongside steel cruiser 
‘Taurus’ a current project.  

Diesel Specialist joins 
Yaringa Boat Services team. 

MYSTIQUE from Rhyll Slips into Yaringa! 
Wayne Bain, who runs the Rhyll Café, at the stern of 
his luxury cruiser, slipped at Yaringa in May 2001 
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The Yaringa staff are ready 
to slip, pressure wash & 
antifoul your boat and cut /
polish the topsides of your 
hull if required. Call Frank 
or Rob on 5977 4154 to 
book a cradle & slip date.   

Is your electrical 
system and electronic 
equipment  in  good 
running order?       
Bob Clow of CLOW 
MARINE ELECTRONICS 
can check your boat to help 
ensure trouble free starting 
and smooth cruising. For 
prob lem so lv ing  or  
supplying & fitting new 
gear, for which he has the 
agency of most major 
brands, call Bob or Mel at 
the Clow Marine Electronics 
Centre, Yaringa Boat 
Harbour.  

Is Your Rigging Safe 
& Secure? If you’re 
not 100% sure why not 
have it checked without 
cost or obligation by  
SUPERIOR SPARS & 
RIGGING PtyLtd.  
Linda and Duncan Sandell 
have a combined 30 years 
experience in mast building 
and yacht rigging for a large 
range of yachts of all types 
and sizes. They can provide 
stainless steel  & alloy 
fabrications & stock fittings 
& rigging products at Unit 6 
Yaringa Boat Services. 

Call Linda or Duncan  

5977 3991  or 

0412802335  

DOES YOUR ENGINE 
NEED A SERVICE? 
For Diesel Engines 
phone Mike Van Berlo 
a t  K D R  D i e s e l 
Maintenance on 0418 
306 052 or call in to 

Use this winter for preventative maintenance! 

Does your boat need 
any maintenance or 
general repairs? 
The new owner of 
H A R B O U R S I D E 
BOAT REPAIRS  
Tom Wilson is a 
qualified shipwright 
who can undertake any 
maintenance, repair 
w o r k   o r 
refurbishment to 
wooden, fibre glass or 
steel boats on site. 
Undercover facilities 
available for large 
boats Contact Tom for 
advice or obligation 
free quote on         

Book now with the professionals  at Yaringa Boat Services.  

Need any boat 
covers, or cushions 
made or repaired? 
Tarja of MERMAID 
MARINE SEWING in 
Workshop 2 will attend 
to your upholstery 
needs. Phone Tarja 

59773399 for any      
marine sewing including  
Miracles!?! 

Have you checked 
& updated all your 
safety gear lately?  
Doug & Heather at the 
Y A R I N G A 
CHANDLERY carry a 
wide range of boating 
items & equipment and 
everything you need 
for boat maintenance 
& repairs including 
antifoul & paints They 
sell fishing licences, 
bait, ice and soft 
drinks. Call Doug or 
Heather.   
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For BOAT NAMES call 
Derek   0417 557987  
For MARINE SURVEY 
call Bruce  0407 331 544 

Has your outboard 
motor been serviced 
recently? Call Rob 
K e l l y ,  o u t b o a r d  
s p e c i a l i s t  a t     
SUPREME MARINE  
5977 3066 or mobile 


